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Life 
Elements 
Ideas

Professionalism 
Achievement

Personal Achievement Organization Economic security Autonomy

Being part of a team Feeling connected Romance Popularity Strong sense of self

Time with friends Time with family Steady, predictable 
pace of life

Activism Confidence

Pursuit of knowledge Stability/predictability Feeling in control Not feeling rushed Opportunity to use my 
imagination

Spiritual life Time alone/Me-time Fun Silence Small group of close 
friends

Spontaneity Hobbies Prestige/Status Work that is stimulating Work that changes the
world

Having a high level of 
responsibility

Creative endeavors Good communication 
with others

A sense of 
accomplishment

Simplicity

Feeling appreciated Flexibility in how I use 
my time

Authority or influence 
over decisions

Exercise Reading

Wardrobe that reflects 
who I am

Feeling respected Active lifestyle Time in nature Regular routine

Physical health Emotional health Sleep Economic security Autonomy

Nutrition Feeling challenged Serving the community Popularity Strong sense of self

Prosperity Opportunity to be my 
authentic self

Effective technology Activism Confidence

Manageable workload Loving relationships Close relationships Not feeling rushed Opportunity to use my 
imagination

Sense of belonging Advancement 
opportunities

Happy family Silence Small group of close 
friends

Leadership opportunities New experiences Clear career goals and 
direction

Work that is stimulating Work that changes the
world

Continuous learning Using my skill set in 
meaningful ways

A clean home A sense of 
accomplishment

Simplicity

A home that reflects my 
personal style

Competence Religious community Exercise Reading

Making a difference in 
others’ lives

Opportunity for 
collaboration

Personal development Time in nature Regular routine

Risk Safety Aesthetics of my 
environment

Economic security Autonomy

Adventure Helping others Humor Popularity Strong sense of self

Music Art Entertainment Activism Confidence

Active lifestyle Economic security
Home that reflects 
my personal style

Personal development Simplicity

Activism Effective technology Honesty Physical health Sleep

Advancement 
opportunities

Emotional health Humor Popularity
Small group of 
close friends

Adventure Entertainment
Leadership 

opportunities
Prestige/Status Spiritual life

Aesthetics of my 
environment

Exercise Loving relationships Professionalism Spontaneity

Art Feeling appreciated
Making a difference 

in others’ lives
Prosperity Stability/predictability

Authentic  
Relationships

Feeling challenged
Manageable  

workload
Pursuit of  

knowledge
Steady, predictable 

pace of life

Authority or influence 
over decisions

Feeling in control Music Reading Strong sense of self

Autonomy Feeling respected New experiences Regular routine Time alone/Me-time

Clean home
Flexibility in how 

I use my time
Not feeling rushed

Religious  
community

Time in nature

Clear career goals 
and direction

Fun Nutrition Risk Time with family

Close relationships
Good communication 

with others
Opportunity for 

collaboration
Safety Time with friends

Competence Happy family
Opportunity to be 
my authentic self

Sense of 
accomplishment

Using my skill set in 
meaningful ways

Confidence
Having a high level 

of responsibility
Opportunity to use 

my imagination
Sense of  

belonging
Wardrobe that 

reflects who I am

Continuous learning Helping others Organization
Serving the  
community

Work that changes 
the world

Creative endeavors Hobbies Personal Achievement Silence Work that is stimulating
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Life 
Elements 
Blend®

• Choose elements
essential to YOUR
satisfaction in life.

• Don’t create the blend
that SOMEONE ELSE
thinks you should have.

• Don’t try to squeeze
multiple elements
into one element.

= Current

= Desired
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Life 
Elements 
Blend®

• Choose elements
essential to YOUR
satisfaction in life.

• Don’t create the blend
that SOMEONE ELSE
thinks you should have.

• Don’t try to squeeze
multiple elements
into one element.

= Current

= Desired

Element 7

Current 
Value

Desired 
Value Difference

Element 3

Current 
Value

Desired 
Value Difference

Element 6

Current 
Value

Desired 
Value Difference

Element 2

Current 
Value

Desired 
Value Difference

Element 5

Current 
Value

Desired 
Value Difference

Element 1

Current 
Value

Desired 
Value Difference

Element 8

Current 
Value

Desired 
Value Difference

Element 4

Current 
Value

Desired 
Value Difference

Life Elements Blend®
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The Life Elements Blend® model focuses on the life elements that are most essential to your fulfillment and satisfaction, regardless of whether these 
elements exist at work and/or at home.

This model releases you from focusing on how much time you give to each element. Instead, it emphasizes your level of satisfaction with each 
element, allowing you to create a visual representation of what you need to be fulfilled and to exist in an emotional and physical state that is healthy 
and sustainable.

Overview:
Research tells us that your top 8 elements (the 8 that are most important 
to YOU) are likely to account for the bulk of satisfaction in your life, 
and thus, need to be attended to regularly in order to have an overall 
feeling of fulfillment and well-being.

1. The first step is to identify the 8 elements that are unique to you. 
Refer to the Life Elements Ideas® list as a starting point. You don’t have 
to choose from this list; it is designed to spark your thinking and to 
provide ideas that will help you create a personalized set of elements. 
As you are choosing your elements, keep in mind:
• It is ok to combine some elements into one, such as family and 

friends into “authentic relationships” but don’t try to squeeze 
25 different elements into 8! You may have to make some 
difficult choices about what elements make it into your top 8. If 
something doesn’t end up in your top 8, this doesn’t mean it isn’t 
important. Remember, in this exercise, you are focusing on what 
is necessary for you to feel fulfilled and satisfied in your life.

• Research also shows that focusing on connection with others is 
a really important part of life satisfaction. Your elements don’t all 
have to involve connection, but some of them probably should.

• Each person’s top 8 elements will be unique . . . as will the way 
they blend together in his or her life. Don’t fill out your Blend 
with the idea that someone else will be looking at it and judging 
you. We all need different elements at different times in our lives. 
Acknowledging and trying to meet these needs is not selfish – it 
is the very definition of responsible self-care.

Your Life Elements Blend® is a guide – a way to think about what you 
need to feel fulfilled and to exist in a sustainable state. If you find it hard 
to define your Blend, don’t worry! This model introduces a completely 
new way to think about your life. And don’t get too caught up in trying 
to create a perfect blend that won’t ever change. Your Blend is likely to 
change as your life changes.

Once you have defined your Life Elements Blend®, rate your current 
level of satisfaction with each element, on a scale of 1 to 10 (1 = 
Extremely Dissatisfied; 10 = Highly Satisfied). These ratings depict your 
Current Life Elements Blend® as it exists right now.

(continues on next page)

Life Elements Blend® Instructions 
STEP 1
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Life Elements Blend® Instructions 
STEPS 2 & 3

2. Now it is time to create your Desired Life Elements Blend®. To do so, 
consider the following scene:

Everything is running smoothly.
You are content: you are highly effective at work and at home.

You have that feeling of being “on top of everything” in your life.

What level of satisfaction do you have with each element at this point? 
(When your life is aligned with your Desired Life Elements Blend®.)

Note: The goal is NOT to get a perfect score of 10 for every 
element. That is impossible! A 10 is very, very unusual and can’t be 
attained in more than 1 or 2 areas simultaneously.

Letting go of trying to have a 10 on every element requires that you 
choose your sacrifice.

When choosing your sacrifice, decide what level of satisfaction can 
you “be okay with” or “feel good about” for each element in order 
to make your overall Desired Life Elements Blend® possible.

For example: If you require 8 hours of sleep each night in order to 
function well, your desired rating on the element of “sleep” may 
need to be at a 10. However, even though you’d love to exercise 
7 days a week, you realize that exercise is not as essential to your 
functioning as sleep; you can be satisfied with exercising 4 days 
a week instead of 7 in order to make your overall Desired Life 
Elements Blend® possible.

However, note that an increase in one element does not always 
necessitate a decrease in another. You are rating satisfaction, not how 
much time you spend on the element. So, in the example above, 
you may be able to achieve a satisfaction rating of 10 on sleep and 
still be able to achieve a high satisfaction rating on elements such as 
“authentic, close relationships” or “intellectual stimulation”.

One more tip: Give yourself time to think about your Desired Life 
Elements Blend®! Talk out loud about it with someone you trust who 
knows you well.

3. Once you have created your Current and Desired ratings, locate the 
box at the end of each blender blade. 
 
Subtract your Desired Life Elements Blend® satisfaction rating 
from your Current Life Elements Blend® satisfaction rating for each 
element and put the number in the box at the end of the blender 
blade (your gap score may be a negative number or even zero). 
 
This discrepancy between your Current and Desired ratings is 
your gap score for each Blend element and serves as the basis for 
identifying what needs to change in order to live a more satisfying, 
fulfilling, and sustainable life
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